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Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance
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HARD WATER
DISHWASHER DETERGENT

HARD WATER RINSE AID

C862

C861

A premium professional concentrated
machine dishwash detergent for hard
water conditions.

A premium professional concentrated
machine rinse additive for use in hard
water conditions.
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SOFT WATER
DISHWASHER DETERGENT

SOFT WATER RINSE AID

ALUMINIUM SAFE
DISHWASHER DETERGENT

C875

C874

C847

A premium professional concentrated
machine dishwash detergent for soft and
medium water conditions.

A premium professional concentrated
machine rinse additive for use in soft and
medium water conditions.

A commercial aluminium safe
machine dishwash detergent.

5L

10L

5L

10L

5L

10L

RDS

NEW RANGE, SAME HIGH STANDA
MAINTAINS DISHWASHER’S
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE
CLEARER IDENTIFICATION
CLEANS FIRST TIME, EVERY TIME

tough

perfect
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results everytime

CHLORINATED
DISHWASHER DETERGENT

GLASSWASH DETERGENT

GLASS RINSE

C571

C859

C858

A premium dishwashing detergent with
the added power of Chlorine for advanced
stain removal.

A specially formulated machine
glasswash detergent.

A premium professional concentrated
machine glasswash rinse additive.

5L

5L

5L

COMMERCIAL HYGIENE
PROFESSIONAL RANGES

DISHWASHER RANGE
Arrow Solutions Dishwasher Detergents and
Rinse Aids are specifically designed for hard and
soft water areas. The range is completed by our
Chlorinated and Aluminium Safe Detergents as
well as our Glasswash Detergent and Glass Rinse
products.

WASHROOM RANGE
The Washroom Range from Arrow Solutions
includes products suitable for a range of
applications including a low cost, measured dosing
washroom cleaner concentrate.

KITCHEN RANGE
The Kitchen Range of cleaning and maintenance
products has been designed specifically for the
modern day commercial kitchen. Arrow Solutions
provides products that clean, de-grease and
sanitise all aspects of the commercial kitchen. Our
kitchen concentrates also offer low cost, measured
dosing solutions.

FLOOR RANGE
Arrow Solutions’ Floor Range is made up of a suite
of products formulated for the application or
removal of polishes and cleaners from a variety of
finishes, including natural stone, tile, vinyl, rubber,
linoleum and anti-slip surfaces.

F +44 (0)1283 225731
E sales@arrowchem.com
Arrow Solutions, Rawdon Road, Moira, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE12 6DA, UK

HOUSEKEEPING RANGE
Our Housekeeping Range has now been expanded
to include our measured dose concentrates that
offer the same Arrow Solutions quality but now
with the added benefit of real cost reductions to
your cleaning requirements.

DRAIN CARE RANGE
By offering products that break down a variety
of fats and other organic material that can cause
blockages to drains, Arrow Solutions’ Drain Care
Range can keep drainage systems free flowing and
help to reduce the need for expensive call outs or
increased maintenance.

T +44 (0)1283 221044
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ABOUT ARROW SOLUTIONS
Arrow Solutions is a leading manufacturer of professional
industrial and commercial cleaning and maintenance
chemical products.
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With business in over 50 countries our high quality aerosols and liquids are
solving problems for thousands of companies every day, and our reputation for
innovation and manufacturing excellence is recognised through numerous awards,
accreditations and OEM approvals.
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Our focus on supplying exceptional products and a commitment to outstanding
service ensures that we provide the right solution first time, every time. In response
to the challenge of achieving consistently high performance against a background
of ever tighter regulation, more professionals trust Arrow to deliver on our promise
to set the standard in cleaning and maintenance.
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“Our focus on supplying exceptional products and a
commitment to outstanding service ensures that we
provide the right solution first time, every time.”

